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1.2

scope

slogans:
1. a focus on approximating ice flow
2. example numerical codes that actually work

scope: continuum models
I shallow ice approximation (SIA) in 2D
I shallow shelf approximation (SSA) in 1D
I mass continuity & surface kinematical equations

scope: numerical ideas
I finite difference schemes
I solving algebraic systems from stress balances
I verification
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1.3

outside of scope

not covered here, though worth modeling:

I numerical solution of Stokes equations
I thermomechanical coupling or polythermal ice (vs. Andy)
I subglacial hydrology/processes (vs. Bob, Ben)
I mass balance and snow/firn processes (vs. Regine)
I earth deformation
I constitutive relations other than Glen isotropic (vs. Erin?)
I grounding lines, calving fronts, ocean interaction (vs. Tad)
I paleoclimate forcing and “spin-up”
I finite element, spectral, multigrid, parallel, . . . numerics
I . . . etc. etc.
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1.4

notation

figure modified from Schoof (2007)

I coordinates t, x, y, z (with z vertical, positive upward)
I subscripts for partial derivatives ux = ∂u/∂x
I H = ice thickness
I h = ice surface elevation (above sea level geoid)
I b = bedrock surface elevation (above sea level geoid)
I T = ice temperature
I u = (u, v ,w) = ice velocity
I ρ = density of ice
I ρw = density of ocean water
I g = acceleration of gravity
I n = 3 (Glen flow law exponent)
I A = A(T ) = ice softness in Glen law (ε̇ij = A(T )τn−1τij )
I please ask about notation! (stupid questions impossible)
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1.5

Matlab/Octave codes

I lectures are structured around 13 ice flow codes
I each is 1/2 to 1 page of Matlab/Octave
I tested in Matlab (v. 7.9) and Octave (v. 3.2; see

http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/)

I zipped/tarred form available from USB memory stick
I online:

http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/

http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/
http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/
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1.6

Outline

on ice flow equations
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mass continuity
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1.7

my first goal

I I want to get to an equation for which I can say:

numerically solve just this equation, and you’ve got a
usable model for BLAH

I to get to that goal: I will very quickly recall the continuum
mechanics of ice flow
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1.8

ice in glaciers is a fluid

I we describe fluids primarily by a velocity field u(t , x , y , z)

I if the ice fluid were much faster-moving than it actually is1,
and if it were linearly-viscous like liquid water, then ice flow
modeling would be more familiar to the rest of the
climate-modeling and engineering computational fluid
people

I . . . we would all use the Navier-Stokes equations, for
incompressible fluids, as our flow model:

∇ · u = 0 incompressibility

ρ (ut + u · ∇u) = −∇p + ν∇2u + ρg force balance

1if gravity were a lot stronger and/or ice were a lot weaker, for example
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1.9

hmmm . . . does not sound like glaciology to me!

is numerical ice flow modeling actually computational fluid
dynamics?

I yes
I at geophysical scale like atmosphere/ocean
I . . . but it is a weird one
I consider what makes atmosphere/ocean flow modeling

exciting:
◦ turbulence
◦ convection
◦ coriolis force
◦ density/salinity stratification
◦ lots of tracers & chemistry (CO2, methane, ozone, . . . )

I none of the above list is relevant to ice flow!
I so what could be interesting about the flow of slow, cold,

stiff, non-turbulent, chemically-dull old ice?
. . . ice dynamics!
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1.10

ice is a slow, shear-thinning fluid

I our fluid is

slow: ρ (ut + u · ∇u) ≈ 0
non-Newtonian: ν is not constant in τij = 2νε̇ij

I and so so the standard “full” model is n = 3 Glen law
(shear-thinning) Stokes; ε̇ij is the strain rate tensor and τij is
the deviatoric stress tensor:

∇ · u = 0 incompressibility
0 = −∇p +∇ · τij + ρg force balance

ε̇ij = Aτ2τij flow law

I equations above are true at every instant, and
geometry and boundary stress and ice strength
determine velocity instantaneously in the model
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1.11

ice is a slow fluid 2

I the “slow” fact, ρ (ut + u · ∇u) ≈ 0, means no forces of
inertia from acceleration

I no acceleration (“ut ”) term means no memory of previous
momentum/velocity in model, so

I . . . velocity is a mere “diagnostic” output of an ice flow
model

I specifically: a time-stepping ice sheet code recomputes the
full velocity field at every time, without requiring
velocity/momentum from previous step2

I to see glacier flow fields change in time we need to
consider the movement of the ice surface and base; the
boundary geometry or boundary force has to change; see
the “surface/basal kinematical equations” later

2to be a weatherman you’ve got to know which way the wind blows . . . but
glaciologists can forget it
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1.12

plane flow Stokes

more concretely:

I in the x , z plane flow case the Stokes equations say

ux + wz = 0 incompressibility
px = τ11,x + τ13,z stress balance (x)
pz = τ13,x − τ11,z − ρg stress balance (z)

ux = Aτ2τ11 flow law (diagonal)

uz + wx = 2Aτ2τ13 flow law (off-diagonal)

I five equations in five unknowns (u,w ,p, τ11, τ13)
I complicated enough . . . can I make it familiar by looking at

a very-simplified situation?
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1.13

slab-on-a-slope

I rotated coordinates:
g = g sin θ x̂ − g cos θ ẑ

x

ice

z

bedrock

z = H

z = 0

g

θ

I as on previous slide:

ux + wz = 0 ux = Aτ 2τ11

px = τ11,x + τ13,z + ρg sin θ uz + wx = 2Aτ 2τ13

pz = τ13,x − τ11,z − ρg cos θ

I but for a slab-on-a-slope, by definition, there is no variation in x :

wz = 0 0 = τ11

τ13,z = −ρg sin θ uz = 2Aτ 2τ13

pz = −ρg cos θ
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1.14

slab-on-a-slope 2

I add some boundary conditions:

w(base) = 0, p(surface) = 0, u(base) = u0,

I further-simplified equations:

τ13 = ρg sin θ(H − z) p = ρg cos θ(H − z)

w = 0 τ11 = 0

I and
u(z) = u0 + 2A(ρg sin θ)3

Z z

0
(H − z′)3 dz′

= u0 +
1
2

A(ρg sin θ)3
“

H4 − (H − z)4
”

τ13(z)

0

H

z

u(z)

u0
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1.15

mass continuity

now we know the velocity u(z) . . . so what?
I suppose our slab now has variable thickness H(t , x)

I compute the vertical average of velocity; generally this depends
on x :

ū =
1
H

Z H

0
u(z) dz

I consider change of area (i.e. ice
volume) in figure→:

dA
dt

=

Z x2

x1

M(x) dx + ū1H1 − ū2H2

I but, assuming width dx = x2 − x2 is
small, A ≈ dx H; divide by dx and get

Ht = M − (ūH)x

I this is the mass continuity equation

ū1 ū2

M(x)

A
H1 H2

x1 x2
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1.16

rough explanation of “shallow ice approximation” (SIA)

I I’ll consider only u0 = 0 case here (“non-sliding SIA”)
I from slab-on-slope velocity formula,

ūH =

Z H

0

1
2

A(ρg sin θ)3
“

H4 − (H − z)4
”

dz

=
1
2

A(ρg sin θ)3
„

4
5

H5
«

=
2
5

A(ρg sin θ)3H5

I note sin θ ≈ tan θ = −hx

I combine with mass continuity Ht = M − (ūH)x :

Ht = M +

„
2
5

(ρg)5AH5|hx |2hx

«
x
.
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1.17

slow, non-Newtonian, shallow

I our fluid has three outstanding properties:
1. slow
2. non-Newtonian
3. shallow3

I all three properties will be in the models I describe

3 if I had a third hour—heaven forbid! you say—I would explain “shallow” in a
more-careful way: start from smallness of ε = [H]/[L], where [H] is a typical thickness of
an ice sheet and [L] is a typical horizontal dimension, and then scale the Stokes equations
. . .
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1.18

Outline

on ice flow equations

shallow ice sheets

mass continuity

shelves and streams

next steps
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1.19

flow model I: non-sliding, isothermal shallow ice
approximation = (SIA)

a model which applies reasonably well to
I small depth-to-width ratio (“shallow”) grounded ice sheets
I on relatively uninteresting bed topography, whose flow is
I not dominated by sliding, and, in particular,
I not dominated by liquid water at the base or margin

“Polaris Glacier,” northwest Greenland, photo 122, Post & LaChapelle (2000)

I might apply to above . . . (note: the boring parts of ice sheets are hard to picture)
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1.20

SIA equation

I the non-sliding isothermal shallow ice approximation:

Ht = M +∇ ·
(
ΓHn+2|∇h|n−1∇h

)
(1)

◦ where H is ice thickness, h is ice surface elevation, b is bed
elevation (h = H + b)

◦ M combines surface and basal mass (im)balance;
accumulation if M > 0, ablation if M < 0

◦ n is the exponent in the Glen flow law ε̇ij = A|τ |n−1τij

◦ and Γ is a positive constant . . . details later
I numerically solve just equation (1), and you’ve got a usable

model for . . . the Barnes ice cap (Mahaffy, 1976)

questions:
1. where does the equation come from?
2. how to solve it numerically?
3. how to think about it?
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1.21

compare to heat equation
I recall Newton’s law of cooling

dT
dt

= −K (T − Tambient)

where T is object temperature and µ
relates to material and geometry of
object (e.g. cup of coffee)

I Newton’s law for segments of a rod:a

dTj

dt
= −K̃

„
Tj −

1
2

(Tj−1 + Tj+1)

«
=

K̃
2

(Tj−1 − 2Tj + Tj+1)

I this suggests

Tt = DTxx ,

for constant D, and finite difference
approximations to derivatives, yes?

awhere µ̃ is a heat storage and conductivity
constant proportional to ∆x−2

Tj-1 Tj
Tj+1
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1.22

compare to heat equation 2
continuum version:

I u(t , x , y) is temperature in object at
position x , y and time t

I Fourier rewrote Newton’s law as heat
flux in continua: q = −k∇u

I by conservation of energy, with an
additional source of heat f , get heat
equation:

ρcut = f +∇ · (k∇u)

I suppose constant material properties4 ρ, c, k ; these determine
the “diffusivity constant” D = k/(ρc) and M := f/(ρc):

ut = M +∇ · (D∇u)

I for 2D (plate) in cartesian coords:

ut = M +∇ · (D∇u) = M + D (uxx + uyy ) (2)

I like the SIA model for ice sheets, the heat equation is a diffusive,
time-dependent partial differential equation (PDE)

4ρ is density, c is specific heat, k is conductivity
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1.23

analogy: SIA versus heat equation

I will remain in 2D (x and y ) for both heat and SIA equations
I side-by-side comparison:

SIA: H(t, x, y) is ice thickness heat: u(t, x, y) is temperature

Ht = M +∇ ·
(
ΓHn+2|∇h|n−1∇h

)
ut = M +∇ · (D∇u)

I we identify the diffusivity in the SIA:

D = ΓHn+2|∇h|n−1

I non-sliding shallow ice flow diffuses the ice sheet
I some issues with this analogy:

◦ D → 0 at margin, where H → 0
◦ D → 0 at divides/domes, where |∇h| → 0
◦ D depends on solution H(t , x , y); how does that complicate

the numerical solution method?
◦ ∇H 6= ∇h when bed is not flat; so what?
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1.24

finite differences for heat equation

basic ideas of finite differences:
I for differentiable f (x) and any ∆x , Taylor’s theorem says

f (x + ∆x) = f (x) + f ′(x)∆x +
1
2

f ′′(x)∆x2 +
1
3!

f ′′′(x)∆x3 + . . .

I you can replace “∆x” with other expressions:

f (x −∆x) = f (x)− f ′(x)∆x +
1
2

f ′′(x)∆x2 − 1
3!

f ′′′(x)∆x3 + . . .

f (x + 2∆x) = f (x) + 2f ′(x)∆x + 2f ′′(x)∆x2 +
4
3

f ′′′(x)∆x3 + . . .

and so on
I basic finite difference idea for differential equations:

combine expressions like these to give approximations of
derivatives, from a few values on a grid

I for all of these notes, grid points have equal spacing ∆x
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1.25

finite differences for heat equation 2

I in particular we want partial derivative expressions, for
example with u = u(t , x):

ut (t , x) =
u(t + ∆t , x)− u(t , x)

∆t
+ O(∆t),

ut (t , x) =
u(t + ∆t , x)− u(t −∆t , x)

2∆t
+ O(∆t2),

ux (t , x) =
u(t , x + ∆x)− u(t , x)

∆x
+ O(∆x),

ux (t , x) =
u(t , x + ∆x)− u(t , x −∆x)

2∆x
+ O(∆x2),

uxx (t , x) =
u(t , x + ∆x)− 2u(t , x) + u(t , x −∆x)

∆x2 + O(∆x2)

and so on
I sometimes we want a derivative in-between grid points:

ux (t , x + (∆x/2)) =
u(t , x + ∆x)− u(t , x)

∆x
+ O(∆x2)

I “+O(∆x2)” is better than “+O(∆x)” if ∆x is a small number
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1.26

explicit scheme for heat equation

I we have 1D heat equation ut = Duxx

I one possible method is the explicit scheme

u(t + ∆t , x)− u(t , x)

∆t
= D

u(t , x + ∆x)− 2u(t , x) + u(t , x −∆x)

∆x2

I the difference between the equation ut = Duxx and the
scheme is O(∆t ,∆x2)

I notation: (tn, xj ) and un
j ≈ u(tn, xj ), so

un+1
j − un

j

∆t
= D

un
j+1 − 2un

j + un
j−1

∆x2

I let ν = D∆t/(∆x)2, so

un+1
j = νun

j+1 + (1− 2ν)un
j + νun

j−1

I scheme has stencil at right→
I explicit advantage: un+1

j is determined by
quantities known at time tn

j-1 j j+1

n

n+1
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1.27

explicit scheme for heat equation 2

I in two spatial variables we write un
jk ≈ u(tn, xj , yk )

I so the 2D explicit scheme for the M = 0 heat equation
ut = D(uxx + uyy ) is

un+1
jk − un

jk

∆t
= D

„
un

j+1,k − 2un
jk + un

j−1,k

∆x2 +
un

j,k+1 − 2un
jk + un

j,k−1

∆y2

«
I or, with νx := D∆t/(∆x)2 and νy := D∆t/(∆y)2,

un+1
jk = (1− 2νx − 2νy )un

jk

+ νx `un
j+1,k + un

j−1,k
´

+ νy `un
j,k+1 + un

j,k−1
´

j-1 j j+1

k-1

k

k+1
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1.28

implementation
function U = heat(D,J,K,dt,N)

dx = 2 / J;
dy = 2 / K;
[x,y] = meshgrid(-1:dx:1, -1:dy:1);
U = exp(-30*(x.*x + y.*y));

nu_x = dt * D / (dx*dx);
nu_y = dt * D / (dy*dy);
for n=1:N

U(2:J,2:K) = U(2:J,2:K) + ...
nu_x * ( U(3:J+1,2:K) - 2 * U(2:J,2:K) + U(1:J-1,2:K) ) + ...
nu_y * ( U(2:J,3:K+1) - 2 * U(2:J,2:K) + U(2:J,1:K-1) );

end

surf(x,y,U), shading(’interp’)
xlabel x, ylabel y, zlabel u

http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/heat.m

I solves ut = D(uxx + uyy ) on square −1 < x < 1, −1 < y < 1

I uses gaussian initial condition: u0(x , y) = e−30r2

I uses “colon notation” to remove all loops over spatial variables
I to approximate u on 30× 30 spatial grid, if D = 1 and using

N = 20 steps of length ∆t = 0.001,
» heat(1.0,30,30,0.001,20)

http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/heat.m
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1.29

the look of success

I solving ut = uxx + uyy on 30× 30 grid

initial condition u(0, x , y)
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1.30

the look of instability

I both figures are from solving ut = uxx + uyy on a 50× 50
grid, at same final time, but with slightly different time steps
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1.31

why unstable?

I the 1D first-order explicit scheme in the form

un+1
j = νun

j+1 + (1− 2ν)un
j + νun

j−1

gives the new value un+1
j as an average of the old values, if

the middle coefficient is positive:

1− 2ν = 1− 2
D∆t
∆x2 ≥ 0

I averaging is always stable because averaged wiggles are
always smaller than the original wiggles

I . . . so this condition is a sufficient stability criterion
I another way to write the same thing:

∆t ≤ ∆x2

2D
I recommended basic reference for finite differences: Morton and Mayers (2005),

Numerical Solutions of Partial Differential Equations: An Introduction
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1.32

adaptive implementation: guaranteed stability

function U = heatadapt(D,J,K,tf)

dx = 2 / J;
dy = 2 / K;
[x,y] = ndgrid(-1:dx:1, -1:dy:1);
U = exp(-30*(x.*x + y.*y));

dt0 = 0.25 * min(dx,dy)^2 / D;
N = ceil(tf / dt0);
dt = tf / N;

nu_x = dt * D / (dx*dx);
nu_y = dt * D / (dy*dy);
for n=1:N

U(2:J,2:K) = U(2:J,2:K) + ...
nu_x * ( U(3:J+1,2:K) - 2 * U(2:J,2:K) + U(1:J-1,2:K) ) + ...
nu_y * ( U(2:J,3:K+1) - 2 * U(2:J,2:K) + U(2:J,1:K-1) );

end

surf(x,y,U), shading(’interp’)
xlabel x, ylabel y, zlabel u

http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/heatadapt.m

I same as heat.m except time step from 2D criterion

∆t ≤ (min{∆x ,∆y})2

4D

http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/heatadapt.m
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1.33

alternative instability fix: implicitness

I explicit scheme is only “conditionally stable”,
but there are methods which are stable for
any positive time step ∆t

I the simplest such is first-order implicit→,

un+1
j − un

j

∆t
= D

un+1
j+1 − 2un+1

j + un+1
j−1

∆x2

I another is Crank-Nicolson↘; instead of
O(∆t ,∆x2) like first-order explicit and
implicit, Crank-Nicolson is O(∆t2,∆x2)

j-1 j j+1

n

n+1

j-1 j j+1

n

n+1

I but for implicit and Crank-Nicolson methods you have to solve
linear systems of equations to take each step

I Donald Knuth has advice for ice sheet modelers:
We should forget about small efficiencies, say about 97% of the time:
premature optimization is the root of all evil.
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1.34

variable diffusivity and time steps

I recall the analogy (SIA)↔ (heat eqn)
I the SIA has a diffusivity D which varies in space, so think:

ut = M +∇ · (D(x , y)∇)

I the explicit method is conditionally stable with the “same”
time step restriction if we evaluate diffusivity D(x , y) at
staggered grid points:

∇ · (D(x, y)∇u) ≈
Dj+1/2,k (uj+1,k − uj,k )− Dj−1/2,k (uj,k − uj−1,k )

∆x2

+
Dj,k+1/2(uj,k+1 − uj,k )− Dj,k−1/2(uj,k − uj,k−1)

∆y2

in stencil at right:

diamonds: u

triangles: D

j-1 j j+1

k-1

k

k+1
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1.35

general diffusion equation code

function [U,dt] = diffusion(Lx,Ly,J,K,Dup,Ddown,Dright,Dleft,U0,tf)

dx = 2 * Lx / J;
dy = 2 * Ly / K;
[x,y] = ndgrid(-Lx:dx:Lx, -Ly:dy:Ly);
U = U0;

maxD = max(max(Dup,Ddown),max(Dleft,Dright));
dt0 = 0.25 * min(dx,dy)^2 / max(max(maxD));
N = ceil(tf / dt0);
dt = tf / N;

mu_x = dt / (dx*dx);
mu_y = dt / (dy*dy);

for n=1:N
U(2:J,2:K) = U(2:J,2:K) + ...

mu_y * Dup .* ( U(2:J,3:K+1) - U(2:J,2:K) ) - ...
mu_y * Ddown .* ( U(2:J,2:K) - U(2:J,1:K-1) ) + ...
mu_x * Dright .* ( U(3:J+1,2:K) - U(2:J,2:K) ) - ...
mu_x * Dleft .* ( U(2:J,2:K) - U(1:J-1,2:K) );

end

http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/diffusion.m

I solves abstract diffusion equation ut = ∇ · (D∇u)

I user supplies diffusivity on staggered grid

http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/diffusion.m
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1.36

exact solution of heat equation

I to help understand the SIA equation we spend a bit more
time on the heat equation

I the heat equation in 1D, without additional heat sources,
with constant diffusivity D > 0, is:

ut = Duxx

I we find an exact solution to the heat equation
I many solutions to the heat equation are known, but the 1D

solution we seek is a “Green’s function”5

I it starts at time t = 0 with a “delta function” of heat at the
origin x = 0

5AKA “fundamental solution” or “heat kernel”
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1.37

exact solution of heat equation 2

I the best-known way to find the Green’s function is by
Fourier transform,

I . . . but we use a method which generalizes to the SIA
I the solution is “self-similar” over time, which is how we will

find it

I as time goes it changes
shape by shrinking the output
(vertical) axis and lengthening
the input (horizontal) axis

I . . . but otherwise it is the same
shape

I the integral over x is
independent of time increasing time→
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1.38

exact solution of heat equation 3
to find “similarity” solution of heat equation ut = Duxx :

I function u(t , x) is “replaced” by function of one variable φ(s)

I scaling on input: choose new variable s = t−βx
I scaling on output: replace u(t , x) = t−αφ(s)

I chain rule gives expressions like

ut = −αt−α−1φ− βt−α−β−1xφ′,

ux = t−α−βφ′,

I so heat equation is replaced by this, after simplifying:

−αφ− βsφ′ = Dt−2β+1φ′′

I choose β = 1/2 so equation has no “t” . . . get

−
»
αsφ+

1
2

sφ′
–

= Dφ′′

I choose α = 1/2 so that quantity in square brackets simplifies to

a derivative: αφ+ (1/2)sφ′ = (1/2) (sφ)′
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1.39

exact solution of heat equation 4
method to find “similarity” solution of heat equation, continued :

I integrate:

−1
2

sφ = D φ′ + C

I choose the simplest case C = 0, and integrate again:

φ′ = − s
2D

φ

φ(s) = Ae−s2/(4D)

I return to original variables, recalling s = t−βx :

u(t , x) =
A

t1/2 e−x2/(4Dt)

I we’ve found our “Green’s function”
I it is a spreading gaussian distribution which

has has u → δ as t → 0+

I the heat equation is linear, so all
time-dependent solns of the heat equation
are convolutions with Green’s function
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1.40

similarity solutions

I conclusion from previous slides: similarity variables for
heat equation are

s
input scaling

= t−βx , u(t , x)

output scaling

= t−αφ(s)

I dimension dependence:
1D 2D 3D

input scaling (t−β) t−1/2 t−1/2 t−1/2

output scaling (t−α) t−1/2 t−1 t−3/2

I historical note: in 1905 Einstein
saw that the average distance
traveled by particles in thermal
motion scales like

√
t ,

i.e. “s = t−1/2x”

x

t
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1.41

similarity solutions 2

I jump forward to 1981
I P. Halfar found the similarity solution of the SIA
I Halfar’s 2D solution for Glen flow law with n = 3 has

scalings

H(t , r) = t−1/9φ(s), s = t−1/18r

I . . . so the diffusion of ice really slows down as the shape
flattens out!
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1.42

similarity solutions 3
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I important caveat: the SIA is nonlinear, so it is not true that
“all solutions of SIA are convolutions with the Green’s
function”

I we’ll use the Halfar solution to check that a numerical SIA
code is computing flow correctly
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1.43

Halfar solution to the SIA

I as mentioned earlier, in 1981 Halfar found the fundamental
solution of the M = 0, flat bed SIA equation:

Ht = ∇ ·
“

ΓHn+2|∇H|n−1∇H
”

I for n = 3 the solution is:

H(t , r) = H0

(
t0
t

)1/9
1−

((
t0
t

)1/18 r
R0

)4/3
3/7

where

t0 =
1

18Γ

(
7
4

)3 R4
0

H7
0

and H0, R0 are central height and ice cap radius at t = t0
I you choose H0 and R0

I . . . and this determines the “characteristic” time t0
more on this in Nye (2000) and Bueler et al. (2005)
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1.44

Halfar solution to the SIA 2

function H = halfar(t,x,y)

H0 = 3600;
R0 = 750e3;
n = 3;
alpha = 1/9;
beta = 1/18;
secpera = 31556926;

Gamma = 9.0177e-13;
t0 = (beta/Gamma) * (7/4)^3 * (R0^4/H0^7);

r = sqrt(x.*x + y.*y);
r = r / R0; t = t / t0;
inside = max(0, 1 - (r / t^beta).^((n+1) / n));
H = H0 * inside.^(n / (2*n+1)) / t^alpha;

http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/halfar.m

I derived by same
“similarity” method which
gave Green’s for heat

I it is easy to compute it, so
. . .

I please use it to verify SIA
codes, o.k.?

http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/halfar.m
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1.45

Halfar solution to the SIA 3
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1.46

on “solutions”

I the two senses of “solution” of a PDE model like heat
equation or SIA for ice sheets:
◦ MATHEMATICIAN: “a solution of a PDE is a function of time

and space for which PDE is true”
◦ SCIENTIST: “a solution of a model is a prediction of the

model”
I no contradiction . . . but need for conscious switching

sometimes
I “exact solutions” are exact predictions of the model, but not

exact predictions about nature
I a numerical model is an actual computer program, and it

only approximately solves the model (in either sense!)
I . . . so knowing exact solutions may be critical to creating

and maintaining such a computer program
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1.47

is the Halfar solution good for any modeling?

I John Nye and others (2000) compared the long-time
consequences of different flow laws for the South Mars
Polar Cap, with both CO2 ice and H2O ice parameters

I . . . by comparing the long-time behavior of the
corresponding Halfar solutions

I conclusions:
. . . none of the three possible [CO2] flow laws will
allow a 3000-m cap, the thickness suggested by
stereogrammetry, to survive for 107 years,
indicating that the south polar ice cap is probably
not composed of pure CO2 ice . . . the south polar
cap probably consists of water ice, with an
unknown admixture of dust.

I in 2008, NASA’s Phoenix lander found water ice in the
north polar cap on Mars

generally, the Halfar solution gives information about the long-time
behavior of shallow ice sheet flow if (i) the bed is boring, (ii) there is no

major sliding, and (iii) there are no dominant marine margins
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1.48

on degenerate diffusivity

I recall that the SIA is

Ht = M +∇ · (D∇h) where D = ΓHn+2|∇h|n−1

I thus the diffusivity “degenerates”, D → 0, when either
H → 0 (e.g. at ice sheet margins) or ∇h→ 0 (e.g. at ice
sheet domes)

I this generates two kinds of problems for numerical
approximations:

why D → 0 so what?

domes ∇h→ 0
H and ∇h are continuous

but ∇2h is singular

margins H → 0 H is continuous
but ∇h is singular

I numerically, the margin problem is worse than the dome
problem

I degenerate diffusion equations are automatically free
boundary problems

I as a practical matter, we need to numerically solve the
equation ut = M +∇ · (D∇u) for very general diffusivity
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1.49

computing diffusivity in SIA

I for numerical stability we want
D = ΓHn+2|∇h|n−1 on the
staggered grid

I various schemes proposed
(Mahaffy, 1976; van der Veen (1999);
Hindmarsh and Payne 1996)

I Mahaffy scheme at right→
I all schemes involve

◦ averaging H
◦ differencing h
◦ in a “balanced” way, for better

accuracy,

to get the diffusivity onto a
staggered grid

j-1 j j+1

k-1

k

k+1
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1.50

SIA implementation: flat bed case
function [H,dtlist] = siaflat(Lx,Ly,J,K,H0,deltat,tf)

g = 9.81;
rho = 910.0;
secpera = 31556926;
A = 1.0e-16 / secpera;
Gamma = 2 * A * (rho * g)^3 / 5;
H = H0;

dx = 2 * Lx / J; dy = 2 * Ly / K;
N = ceil(tf / deltat); deltat = tf / N;
j = 2:J; k = 2:K;
nk = 3:K+1; sk = 1:K-1; ej = 3:J+1; wj = 1:J-1;

t = 0;
dtlist = [];
for n=1:N

Hup = 0.5 * ( H(j,nk) + H(j,k) );
Hdn = 0.5 * ( H(j,k) + H(j,sk) );
Hrt = 0.5 * ( H(ej,k) + H(j,k) );
Hlt = 0.5 * ( H(j,k) + H(wj,k) );
a2up = (H(ej,nk) + H(ej,k) - H(wj,nk) - H(wj,k)).^2 / (4*dx)^2 + ...

(H(j,nk) - H(j,k)).^2 / dy^2;
a2dn = (H(ej,k) + H(ej,sk) - H(wj,k) - H(wj,sk)).^2 / (4*dx)^2 + ...

(H(j,k) - H(j,sk)).^2 / dy^2;
a2rt = (H(ej,k) - H(j,k)).^2 / dx^2 + ...

(H(ej,nk) + H(j,nk) - H(ej,sk) - H(j,sk)).^2 / (4*dy)^2;
a2lt = (H(j,k) - H(wj,k)).^2 / dx^2 + ...

(H(wj,nk) + H(j,nk) - H(wj,sk) - H(j,sk)).^2 / (4*dy)^2;
Dup = Gamma * Hup.^5 .* a2up;
Ddn = Gamma * Hdn.^5 .* a2dn;
Drt = Gamma * Hrt.^5 .* a2rt;
Dlt = Gamma * Hlt.^5 .* a2lt;
[H,dtadapt] = diffusion(Lx,Ly,J,K,Dup,Ddn,Drt,Dlt,H,deltat);
t = t + deltat;
dtlist = [dtlist dtadapt];

end

http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/siaflat.m

http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/siaflat.m
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1.51

verification of numerical ice flow codes

I how do we make sure an implemented numerical scheme
is correct?
◦ technique 1: don’t make any mistakes
◦ technique 2: compare your model with others, and hope that

the outlier has mistakes
◦ technique 3: build-in a comparison to an exact solution, and

actually measure the numerical error
I where to get exact solutions for ice flow models?

◦ Greve and Blatter (2009)
◦ similarity solutions to SIA (Halfar 1983; Bueler et al 2005)
◦ manufactured solutions to SIA including thermo-coupling

(Bueler et al 2005, 2007)
◦ SSA and Blatter solutions in 2D cases (Schoof, 2006;

Glowinski and Rappaz 2003 )
◦ flow line Stokes solutions in constant viscosity case

(Ladyzhenskaya 1963)
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1.52

verifying SIA code vs Halfar

octave:40> verifysia(20)
average abs error = 22.310
maximum abs error = 227.849
octave:41> verifysia(40)
average abs error = 9.490
maximum abs error = 241.470
octave:42> verifysia(80)
average abs error = 2.800
maximum abs error = 155.796
octave:43> verifysia(160)
average abs error = 1.059
maximum abs error = 109.466

Trust but verify.

(said by Ronald Reagan, and
believed by some Americans to be
deep)

figure 2 in Huybrechts et al. (1996)
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1.53

demonstrate robustness

see roughice.m, which calls siaflat.m after setting-up the
nasty initial state at left:
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1.54

model the Antarctic ice sheet

I with careful-but-small modifications of siaflat.m, which
make a good exercise:
◦ allow non-flat bed (so H 6= h),
◦ differentiate the surface correctly where floating, and
◦ calve at current calving front location

here are results from this toy Antarctic flow model
I a 2000 model year run on a ∆x = 50 km grid, with ∆t = 5

a, takes seconds
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1.55

final comments on SIA: origin, and rigor

where does the “shallow ice approximation” come from?
I historically, Fowler and Larson (1978), Morland and

Johnson (1980), and Hutter (1983) . . . thus fairly recent
compared to the flow law of ice (1950s) and Stokes
linearly-viscous model (1880?)

I logically, by a “small-parameter argument”, based on a
small depth-to-width ratio, from the more complete Stokes
model for slow ice flow6

I more precisely, by using the small aspect ratio ε = d/` of
ice sheets to scale the Stokes model to see which terms
have small contributions to the stress balance

I or: rather casually by modifying slab-on-a-slope

6such an argument is analogous to going from Navier-Stokes to shallow
water equations
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1.56

Outline

on ice flow equations

shallow ice sheets

mass continuity

shelves and streams

next steps
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1.57

the most basic shallow assumption

I both SIA and SSA (next) are
derived by “shallowness
assumptions”

I the most basic one is a limitation
which applies to all shallow ice
theories but not to the
(non-shallow) Stokes theory:

the surface and base of the ice
are given by differentiable

functions z = h(t , x , y) and
z = b(t , x , y)

I the configuration at top right, with
overhang in surface, is not
allowed

I thus a shallow model will never
describe a serac, regardless of
which forces are included

bedrock

ice

air

not shallow!

not shallow!
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1.58

kinematic and mass continuity equations

I what does this “most basic shallow assumption” get you?
I answer: a meaningful map-plane mass continuity equation
I consider these three equations:

◦ the surface kinematical equation
◦ the base kinematical equation
◦ the map-plane mass continuity equation

I all three equations are important for shallow ice sheets and
shelves, but if we make the “most basic shallow
assumption” then any two imply the third

I the key connections among the three equations are:
◦ the incompressibility of ice

ux + vy + wz = 0

◦ and the Leibniz rule for differentiating integrals

d
dx

 Z f (x)

g(x)

h(x, y) dy

!
= f ′(x)h(x, f (x))−g′(x)h(x, g(x))+

Z f (x)

g(x)

hx (x, y) dy
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1.59

kinematic and mass continuity equations 2

I let a be the surface mass balance function (a > 0 is
accumulation), and

I s be the basal melt rate function (s > 0 is basal melting), so
I M = a− s in the SIA, equation (1)
I define the map-plane flux of ice,

q =

∫ h

b
(u, v) dz = (ū, v̄) H

I the three equations are:

surface kinematical ht = a− u
∣∣
hhx − v

∣∣
hhy + w

∣∣
h (3)

base kinematical bt = s − u
∣∣
bbx − v

∣∣
bby + w

∣∣
b (4)

mass continuity Ht = M −∇ · q (5)
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1.60

kinematic and mass continuity equations 3

for example, here is a sketch of how to show (3) & (4) =⇒ (5):

1. recalling H = h − b, the difference of (3) and (4) is

Ht = a− s − u
˛̨

hhx − v
˛̨

hhy + w
˛̨

h + u
˛̨

bbx + v
˛̨

bby − w
˛̨

b (*)

2. incompressibility gives difference of surface and base values of w by integration,

wz = −(ux + vy ) =⇒ w
˛̨

h − w
˛̨

b = −
Z h

b
(ux + vy ) dζ

which reduces (*) to:

Ht = a− s − u
˛̨

hhx − v
˛̨

hhy + u
˛̨

bbx + v
˛̨

bby −
Z h

b
(ux + vy ) dζ (**)

3. on the other hand, the Leibniz rule on q =
R h

b (u, v) dz gives

∇ · q = u
˛̨

hhx + v
˛̨

hhy − u
˛̨

bbx − v
˛̨

bby +

Z h

b
(ux + vy ) dz

4. . . . which reduces (**) to

Ht = a− s −∇ · q = M −∇ · q
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1.61

kinematic and mass continuity equations 4

I papers have lots of calculations like on the previous slide,
usually mixed in with small-parameter arguments about
shallow stress balances

I most ice sheet models use the mass continuity equation to
describe change in ice sheet geometry . . . but they could
instead use the surface kinematical equation

I in introducing a specific stress balance into a shallow
theory, all we need to do is get the horizontal velocity (u, v)
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1.62

Outline

on ice flow equations

shallow ice sheets

mass continuity

shelves and streams

next steps
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1.63

flow model II: shallow shelf approximation (SSA) stress
balance

SSA model applies well to large ice shelves
I . . . for parts away from grounding lines
I . . . and away from calving fronts

edge of Ekström ice shelf, photo Hans Grobe, Polarstern expedition ANT-XX/2
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1.64

shallow shelf approximation stress balance 2

SSA also applies reasonably well to ice streams
I . . . with modest bed topography
I . . . and weak bed strength7

I . . . for those parts away from shear margins
I . . . and away from grounding lines

7energy conservation, involving ice temperature and basal melting, is a
major part of ice stream flow modeling (Raymond, 2000), but it is not addressed
at all here
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1.65

what is, and is not, an ice stream?

I ice streams
◦ have fast flow (100 to

1000 m a−1) by sliding, with
◦ low bed resistance, and
◦ concentration of vertical shear

in a thin layer near base
◦ liquid water at bed plays a

critical role (Clarke, 2005)
I “outlet glaciers”

◦ may or may not have the above
properties possessed by ice
streams, but

◦ do have substantial vertical
shear “up” in the ice column,

◦ not-at-all flat bed topography,
◦ and they can be flowing even

faster than ice streams
I therefore few simplifying

assumptions are appropriate for
outlet glaciers

Cross sections of Jakobshavns
Isbrae (a) and Whillans Ice Stream
(b). Plotted without vertical
exaggeration in order to better
illustrate the difference between the
two types. (Figure 1 in Truffer and Echelmeyer

(2003), Of isbrae and ice streams)
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1.66

stream-to-shelf flow line: recall notation

figure modified from Schoof (2007)
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1.67

stream-to-shelf flow line: the SSA stress balance equation

I we will only work in plane flow case
I we will numerically solve only the stress balance equation

which determines the velocity in an ice shelf or ice stream:(
2A−1/nH|ux |1/n−1ux

)
x
− C|u|m−1u − ρgHhx = 0 (6)

I the blue term inside parentheses is the vertically-integrated
“longitudinal” or “membrane” stress

I the other two terms are basal resistance and driving stress,
respectively

I derived originally by Morland (1987), MacAyeal (1989)
I references: Weis et al. (1999), Schoof (2006; 2007)
I how to think about this equation, if you need to solve it

numerically?
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1.68

stream-to-shelf flow line: “rapid sliding” case
though scary, here is a full flow line context:

u(0) = (given)“
2A−1/nH|ux |1/n−1ux

”
x
− C|u|m−1u − ρgHhx = 0

Ht = M − (uH)x

ρH ≥ ρw (−b)
h = H + b

9>>>=>>>; on 0 < x < xg

h, u, ux continuous at x = xg“
2A−1/nH|ux |1/n−1ux

”
x
− ρgHhx = 0

Ht = M − (uH)x

ρH < ρw (−b)
h = (1− ρ/ρw )H

9>>>=>>>; on xg < x < xc

2A−1/nH|ux |1/n−1ux − 1
2ρ(1− ρ/ρw )gH2 = 0

(a condition describing movement of xc)

ff
at x = xc

I this is the default model in the Marine Ice Sheet Model
Intercomparison Project (MISMIP, 2007-2009; Schoof, 2007)

I still an open problem: what is best numerical treatment of
grounding line movement in above model?
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1.69

exact thickness and velocity for steady ice shelf

I limited goal here: describe a steady state ice shelf in the
isothermal, plane flow, and Glen law case

I for such a nice situation, there is this nice by-hand result:
the thickness and velocity in the ice shelf can be
completely determined in terms of the

1. ice thickness Hg at the grounding line and
2. ice velocity ug at the grounding line

I result of this by-hand calculation is on the next slide
I we will use this to

◦ understand the SSA a little better, and
◦ verify a numerical SSA code
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1.70

exact thickness and velocity for steady ice shelf 2

see testshelf.m
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1.71

numerically solving the SSA stress balance

I stress balance is a nonlinear equation in the velocity u(x):(
2A−1/nH|ux |1/n−1ux

)
x
− C|u|m−1u − ρgHhx = 0

I here we fix ice thickness H(x) and find the velocity
I I’ll describe the numerical method for a shelf or stream, but
I then I’ll give a Matlab/Octave code only for an ice shelf, so

C = 0 and h = (1− r)H where r = ρ/ρw
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1.72

numerically solving the SSA stress balance 2

I iteration is needed
I the red coefficient, ν̄ = A−1/n|ux |1/n−1,(

2A−1/n|ux |1/n−1Hux

)
x
− C|u|m−1u − ρgHhx = 0

is the “effective viscosity”
I let

W (ux ) = 2ν̄H = 2A−1/n|ux |1/n−1H

I just use C = 0 for an ice shelf, while C = C(x) for ice
stream

I idea: use old effective viscosity to get new velocity solution,
and repeat until effective viscosity or velocity is not
changing too much . . . “Picard” iteration

I specifically, from last iterate u(k−1), find next iterate u(k) by(
W (u(k−1)

x )u(k)
x

)
x
− C|u(k−1)|m−1u(k) − ρgHhx = 0
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1.73

numerically solving the SSA stress balance 3

where do you get an initial guess u(0)(x)?

I for floating ice, a possible initial guess for velocity comes
from assuming a uniform strain rate:

u(0) = γ(x − xg) + ug

where γ is the value of ux found from calving front stress
imbalance and ug is the velocity at the grounding line (if
known)

I for grounded ice, a possible initial guess for velocity is to
assume ice is held by basal resistance only (so no
longitudinal stress so ux = 0):

u(0) =
(
−C−1ρgHhx

)1/m
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1.74

solving the “inner” linear problem

I abstract the problem:

(W (x) ux )x − α(x) u = β(x)

on 0 < x < L, with boundary conditions

u(0) = V , ux (L) = γ

I which is an elliptic PDE boundary value problem
I W (x), α(x), β(x) are known functions in this abstract

problem . . . in SSA use both W (x) and α(x) will come from
previous iteration

I W (x) is needed on the staggered grid, for O(∆x2)
accuracy, as with time-dependent diffusion problem earlier,
while α(x), β(x) are needed on regular grid
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1.75

solving the “inner” linear problem 2

I ice shelf case only on next two slides
I suppose j = 1,2, . . . , J + 1, where x1 = xg and xJ+1 = xc

are endpoints
I an approximation of the abstracted problem is:

Wj+1/2(uj+1 − uj )−Wj−1/2(uj − uj−1)

∆x2 − αjuj
∗
= βj

I u1 = V given
I right-hand boundary condition “ux (L) = γ”:

◦ introduce notional point xJ+2

◦
uJ+2 − uJ

2∆x
= γ

◦ using equation ∗ in j = J + 1 case, eliminate uJ+2 variable
“by-hand” before coding numerical problem (Morton and
Mayers 2005)
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1.76

solving the “inner” linear problem 3

I so SSA stress balance has form “ Ax = b ”, namely:

266666664

1
W3/2 A22 W5/2

W5/2 A33

. . .
. . .

WJ−1/2 AJJ WJ+1/2
AJ+1,J AJ+1,J+1

377777775

266666664

u1
u2
u3

...
uJ

uJ+1

377777775
=

2666666664

0
β2∆x2

β3∆x2

...
βJ ∆x2

bJ+1

3777777775
I with diagonal entries

A22 = −(W3/2 + W5/2 + α1∆x2)

A33 = −(W5/2 + W7/2 + α2∆x2)

and so on, up to AJJ ,
I with special cases in last equation:

AJ+1,J = 2WJ+1/2

AJ+1,J+1 = −(2WJ+1/2 + αJ+1∆x2)

bJ+1 = −2γ∆xWJ+3/2 + βJ+1∆x2

I this is a tridiagonal system
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1.77

solving the “inner” linear problem 4

function [u,time,cond] = flowline(L,J,gamma,W,alpha,beta,V0)

if nargout>=2, tic; end

dx = L / J;

rhs = dx^2 * beta(:);
rhs(1) = V0;
rhs(J+1) = rhs(J+1) - 2 * gamma * dx * W(J);

A = sparse(J+1,J+1);
A(1,1) = 1.0;
for j=2:J
A(j,j-1:j+1) = [ W(j-1), -(W(j-1) + W(j) + alpha(j) * dx^2), W(j) ];

end
A(J+1,[J J+1]) = [ 2 * W(J), -(2 * W(J) + alpha(J+1) * dx^2) ];

scale = max(abs(A),[],2);
A = spdiags(1./scale,0,size(A,1),size(A,2)) * A;
rhs = rhs ./ scale;

u = A \ rhs;

if nargout>=2, time = toc; end
if nargout>=3, cond = cond(A); end

http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/flowline.m

http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/flowline.m
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1.78

solving the “inner” linear problem 5

I before proceeding to solve nonlinear SSA problem, we can
test the “abstracted” code flowline.m

I . . . by “manufacturing” solutions (in code
testflowline.m; not shown)

I test results: works pretty well! converges at optimal rate
O(∆x2)
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1.79

numerical: SSA
function [u,u0] = ssaflowline(p,J,H,b,uleft,initchoice)

if nargin ~= 6, error(’exactly 6 input arguments required’), end

dx = p.L / J;
x = (0:dx:p.L)’;
xstag = (dx/2:dx:p.L-dx/2)’;

alpha = p.C * ones(size(x));
h = H + b;
hx = regslope(dx,h);
beta = p.rho * p.g * H .* hx;
gamma = ( 0.25 * p.A^(1/p.n) * (1 - p.rho/p.rhow) *...

p.rho * p.g * H(end) )^p.n;

u0 = ssainit(p,x,beta,gamma,initchoice);
u = u0;

Hstag = stagav(H);
tol = 1.0e-10;
maxdiff = Inf;
while maxdiff > tol

uxstag = stagslope(dx,u);
W = 2 * p.A^(-1/p.n) * Hstag .* (abs(uxstag)).^((1/p.n)-1);

unew = flowline(p.L,J,gamma,W,alpha,beta,uleft);
maxdiff = max(abs(unew-u));
u = unew;

end

function fav = stagav(f)
fav = 0.5 * (f(1:end-1) + f(2:end));

function slope = regslope(dx,f)
J = length(f) - 1;
slope = [(f(2)-f(1))/dx; (f(3:J+1)-f(1:J-1))/(2*dx); (f(J+1)-f(J))/dx];

function slope = stagslope(dx,f)
slope = (f(2:end) - f(1:end-1)) / dx;

http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/ssaflowline.m

http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/ssaflowline.m
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1.80

numerical thickness and velocity for steady ice shelf

lines below are a convergence analysis of testshelf.m,
which calls ssaflowline.m:
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http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/testshelf.m
http://www.dms.uaf.edu/~bueler/mccarthy/mfiles/ssaflowline.m
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1.81

realistic ice shelf modeling
I flow lines are never very realistic . . .
I “diagnostic” (static geometry) ice shelf modeling in two horizontal

variables has been quite successful
I measurements are available for validation

◦ Ross ice shelf example below: PISM model (red arrows) vs
RIGGS (∼1980) measurements (black arrows)

◦ many models can do this (MacAyeal et al 1996)
◦ something of a mystery why regular grid finite difference

methods do well!
◦ widespread use of inSAR/speckle-tracking means these

comparisons should be routine evaluation methods for ice
sheet/stream/shelf models
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1.82

numerical solution of SSA: a summary

I SSA stress balance equation determines horizontal
velocity from geometry and boundary conditions

I it is nonlinear (if n > 1) so iteration is necessary
I at each step of this iteration a tridiagonal (plane flow case)

or general sparse (two horizontal variable case) matrix
problem is generated

I any wise numerical modeler would give this to a matrix
solver software package!

I principle: modularize your code and test the parts
I comment: mass continuity equation

Ht = M −∇ · (uH)

is not very diffusive for SSA, and there is not much theory
to guide how to solve this generic transport problem
. . . maybe you will help find this theory!
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1.83

Outline

on ice flow equations

shallow ice sheets

mass continuity

shelves and streams

next steps
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1.84

omitted modeling: thermomechanical coupling

I ice sheet models need a
conservation of energy
component

I . . . because the softness A(T ) of
ice varies by more than 103 in the
50 ◦C ice temperature range
relevant to (e.g.) EAIS

I dissipation of flow energy is also
a significant part of the energy
equation

I there is even a “new” fluid
instability from feedback between
these two processes (lower
figure; see Payne et al. (2000)
and Bueler et al. (2007))

I ice temperature is part of the
“long memory” of the ice sheets
for past climate
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Paterson-Budd form for A(T)
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1.85

omitted modeling: surface mass balance

I ice sheet models need prescribed/modeled surface mass
balance
◦ over paleoglacial time scales
◦ and when modeling response to future changes

I measuring it is hard by remote sensing
I perhaps read survey of melt processes in Hock (2005)
I and new Glossary of Mass-Balance and Related Terms

(Cogley et al. 2009)
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1.86

omitted modeling: solid Earth deformation

I ice density is about 1
3 that of rock in the Earth’s mantle,

I so 1000 m of ice will depress the Earth’s crust about 300 m
if allowed enough time

I how much time? determined by upper mantle viscosity,
which is not perfectly known

I this changes bed topography and thus ice flow, so Earth
deformation is important to modeling ice flow effectively

I read: survey of observations and processes in Peltier
(1998), and Greve and Blatter (2009)
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1.87

omitted modeling: spin-up

I direct observations are not enough to initialize an ice sheet
flow model if it has sliding and/or highly-variable ice
temperature

I two options exist to initialize:
1. most common choice: use low-dimensional time series data

from physical surrogates (e.g. δ 18O record from ice cores)
for paleoclimate record; hope a long model run ends with a
good current state

2. most promising alternative: use rich and spatially-distributed
surface observations of present ice sheet state to directly
reconstruct complete initial state
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1.88

omitted: inverse modeling
I option 2 on previous slide requires “inverting” ice flow

models
I surface velocity observations can be inverted to find basal

strength (shear stress)

I Joughin et al. (2001)
→

I mostly future: work on radar layers (isochrones) to
understand flow, ice softness, anisotropy, . . .
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1.89

What technical skills are needed for numerical ice sheet
modeling?

I comfort in a technical computing environment, usually
Unix, in which you need to know:
◦ an editor,
◦ a compiled language (Fortran or C),
◦ a scripting/prototyping language (Matlab, Python, etc.),
◦ a version control system (Subversion, git, etc.), and
◦ some tools for NetCDF files

I willingness to read math, numerical analysis, computer
science books

I . . . and willingness to ignor some of the advice found there
I but, at the end of the day: physics matters most
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1.90

What technical skills are needed for numerical ice sheet
modeling? 2

I an important skill is to not re-invent the wheel
I never re-invent the wheel for basic numerics:

◦ Matlab, Comsol, PETSc, libmesh, Elmer, Trilinos, Triangle,
etc. handle fundamental numerical linear algebra, mesh
generation, finite element assembly and solve, etc. tasks

◦ don’t even try to compete . . . except to write throw-away
codes to help you understand numerical ideas

I try existing ice modeling:
◦ open source SIA-based comprehensive models: GLIMMER,

SICOPOLIS
◦ open source hybrid/higher-order/Stokes models: PISM,

Elmer-ice?, CISM?
I . . . but ice sheet modeling is young, and much to do!
I next: some “advanced”, mostly untouched, topics
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1.91

better ice physics “in the small”

◦ better isotropic flow laws, e.g. Goldsby and Kolhstedt
(2001), or

◦ anisotropy, e.g. Gillet-Chaulet et al. (2005) and
Thorsteinsson (2001), or

◦ damage, e.g. Pralong and Funk (2005)
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1.92

subglacial hydrology/process/strength modeling

I read: Clarke (2005)
I this topic is intimately related to inverse modeling
I talks by Bob, Ben
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1.93

Stokes equations and solvers

I the Stokes model itself, without shallow assumptions, can
be solved numerically, but:
◦ many equations in many unknowns, especially in 3D
◦ requires explicit accounting for incompressibility—a

constraint on the flow—through a pressure variable
◦ ice sheets are actually shallow, and the aspect ratio of grid

elements can be a problem
I much of the success so far is at a smaller scale, in

plane-flow geometry, or in cross-flow geometry (below)

Figure 7 in Maxwell et al. (2008):
Athabasca Glacier: (a) modeled velocity
contour lines (m a−1); (b) contour lines
derived from measurements (Raymond,
1971)
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1.94

“higher-order” schemes

I both the SIA and the SSA are derived by small-parameter
arguments from the Stokes equations, so . . .

I is there a common shallow antecedent model?
I Schoof and Hindmarsh (2009) answer: yes, the model

derived by Blatter (1995) is an intermediate model
I a hierarchy of shallow and less-shallow models:

other higher-order

Stokes
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1.95

“higher-order” schemes 2

I Blatter model is already in use for whole ice sheets
(e.g. Pattyn (2003) and others), and

I it is computationally-promising relative to Stokes because
the explicit treatment of incompressibility is avoided, but

I . . . there are three independent spatial variables (x , y , z) in
the stress balance equations:

∂
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I compare SSA, with 2 independent spatial vars (x , y ):
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shallow hybrid schemes

I so how about “gluing together” SIA and SSA?
I heuristic combinations of model fields
I there are two such such schemes at least:

◦ Bueler and Brown (2009): combine the velocity u from the
non-sliding SIA with the velocity v from the Schoof (SSA and
plastic-till) free boundary problem to get model velocity,

U = f (|v|)u + (1− f (|v|)) v,

with 0 ≤ f (|v|) ≤ 1
◦ Pollard and deConto (2007): a different hybrid, which adds

modeld stress fields τxz , τyz
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shallow hybrid schemes 2
I shallow hybrids can be used now

I at high spatial resolution, and
I for paleoglacial time scales

I for example, we can compare 5km grid observed and
modeled surface velocity maps for Greenland

observed (I. Joughin & B. Smith) PISM model run
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